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from the objectives of massive service delivery. The magnitude of the effort and the expectation of results should be more in scale with limitations of time, money, and staff resources.
Dilemmas Confronting the Employment and Training System
In ciosing, we return to the two fundamental dilemmas with which we an this discussion of implications and recommendations for the 5tem of employment and training in the United States. The employment i training System is trying in large part to do what the education 5tem should be doing but, for some significant segment of the youth »ulation, apparently fails to do. Yet the employment and training stem has not attained stability of funding, professionalization of .ff, and delineation of authority, in short, institutionalization of i sort that has given the educational system its accepted place in i mainstream of American life. As a result, in most communities, janizations involved in employment and training are considered ginal. The educational system, on the other hand, should not be ;en äs an exact model for the institutionalization of the employment l training system, since it has not yet found an effective way to ipare a substantial segment of the youth population for later »loyment.
For the most part, the youth programs of the employment and .ining system have been specifically targeted toward special Segments the youth population, often those perceived äs most disadvantaged. ren that the major rationale for youth programs within the employment
1	training system is to assist those whom the educational system has
.led to prepare for work, this target seems a sensible means to focus
jources on those in greatest need. The problem is that this very	|;
geting tends to create an image of the programs äs designed only for
iilures;" both the programs themselves and their clientele become
.gmatized in the process. The staff of the programs may come to feel
Lgmatized äs well and this can exacerbate problems of recruitment,
:ention, and management. Even the potential target group members can
ne to share the views of the broader Community about the inherent
ginality of these programs and the stigmatizing effects of partici-
zing in them, and it becomes increasingly difficult to enlist them in
> programs and to keep them participating for sufficient time for the
rogram treatment to take hold." Yet, experience has shown that when
»grams are not targeted, the resources tend to be shifted rapidly to
2	more advantaged, better prepared, easier to handle segment of the
ith population—those who have far less need for help with potential
ployment problems.
These fundamental dilemmas pose a major impediment to solving the :ious unemployment problem of youths, and we emphasize again the need : a direct study of the roles and relationships of the education and i employment and training Systems.

